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Premises and motivation



Open Badges

✓ Developed by the Mozilla Foundation in collaboration with the
McArthur Foundation.

➢ The Open Badges standard provides a tool for implementing
digital, enriched versions of competence certificates and
academic credentials.



Blockcerts



Use cases



Blockcerts (ctd.)

What about the security?

➢ Each certificate must contain all the necessary information for its
validation through the blockchain, including a reference to the public
key of the issuer to be used for its validation.

➢ Such a feature, though allowing decentralized validation, opens the
door to possible forgery attacks.



An example of forgery



Sequence flow of the Blockcerts system



Issuing Certificates



Blockchain Receipt



Certificate authenticity
➢ Step 1: The hash of the certificate matches the value in the receipt.



Certificate Authenticity
➢ Step 2: The Merkle Path is valid.



Certificate Authenticity
➢ Step 3: The Merkle Root stored on the blockchain matches the value 

in the receipt.



Hosted Issuer Profile



Issuer Identity Verification



Blockcerts vulnerability

➢ The Blockcerts protocol does not verify that the issuer_id extracted
from a certificate indeed points to a web address that is owned by the
legitimate issuing.

➢ This allows hijacking of the verifier towards a fake issuer profile,
which can perfectly resemble the one of the legitimate institution.

➢ A fake issuer profile was created for the Università Politecnica delle
Marche and hosted on a Github domain.

➢ During the verification process, the Blockcerts protocol checks the
public key on the blockchain transaction corresponding to the
certificate, and compares it with the key included in the issuer profile
published online.

➢ This brings to a successful verification through Blockcerts, and to a
forged certificate that is practically indistinguishable from a legitimate
one.





Possible countermeasures

1. Replacing the issuer profile referenced from the issuer_id field with

a digital certificate containing the public key of the issuing

institution, and released by an accredited certification authority.

2. Applying Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs), based on initiatives like

those in [5]:

- W3C Community Group - Decentralized Identifier,

- W3C Working Group - Verifiable Claims,

- DIF - DID Auth.

[5] CEN/CENELEC Focus Group BDLT, “Recommendations for successful adoption in
Europe of emerging technical standards on distributed ledger/blockchain technologies,”
Tech. Rep., Jul 2018.



Conclusions
➢ The Blockcerts protocol does not provide any strong mechanism for

authenticating the issuing institution, since the issuer authentication

is basically performed on the basis of an unauthenticated issuer

profile available online and referenced from inside the certificate.

➢ A legitimate issuing institution can be easily impersonated by

suitably fabricating a fake issuer profile.

➢ Apparently legitimate academic credentials can be released, which

the Blockcerts validation mechanisms are unable to distinguish from

valid academic credentials issued by the legitimate institution.

➢ This clearly highlights a vulnerability of this protocol, especially

when it is used for the certification of academic credentials with

legal value.

➢ Suitable countermeasures can be conceived, that however are

currently under development, and cannot provide an immediate

solution to the highlighted vulnerability.
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